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SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services in ActionManning Publications, 2006
"A great resource to help you unlock the hidden gems in SQL Server Reporting Services."
 Brian Welcker
 Group Program Manager
 Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services
 With Microsoft SQL Server 2005 you can structure and store terabytes of data-but how do you make sense of that much information? Reporting Services...
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Python Data Visualization Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 70 recipes to get you started with popular Python libraries based on the principal concepts of data visualization


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to set up an optimal Python environment for data visualization
	
		Understand how to import, clean and organize your data
	
		Determine...
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Xamarin.Forms SolutionsApress, 2018

	Use the solutions provided in this book to handle common challenges in Xamarin.Forms that are encountered on a daily basis. Working examples and techniques are presented that you can modify and drop directly into your own projects. You will be able to deliver working code faster than ever. Examples are made available through GitHub,...
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Cost-Justifying Usability, Second Edition: An Update for the Internet Age, Second Edition (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
HCI professionals will repeat quotes with statistics, learn from case studies, and copy chapters for their managers. Thorough & thoughtful, practical & actionable-- readers will be able to put the ideas to work immediately!  

Ben Shneiderman, University of Maryland

"Cost-Justifying Usability" delivers much...
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Frommer's Singapore & Malaysia (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
Come along with Frommer's and discover two of Asia's most intriguing destinations. Our author has scoured every inch of this region, and she'll share her cultural insights and favorite discoveries with you. Her guide is much more complete and in-depth than its major competitor.
    In Singapore, you'll find the best places to stay, from...
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The Rough Guide to Guatemala 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2009

	The Rough Guide to Guatemala is the essential companion to this astonishing country with detailed coverage of all the main attractions – from the volcanoes and crater lakes to the culturally-rich capital of Guatemala City. The full-colour introduction highlights the spectacular natural beauty of the beaches and wild-life reserves with...
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Office 2008 for Macintosh: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008
 Still the top-selling software suite for Mac users, Microsoft Office has been improved and enhanced to take advantage of the latest Mac OS X features. You'll find lots of new features in Office 2008 for Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Entourage, but not a page of printed instructions to guide you through the changes. ...
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Mathematics for MultimediaAcademic Press, 2003

	Beautiful mathematical ideas abound in multimedia software! Some are not
	encountered until late in undergraduate or even postgraduate study, whereas they
	can be appreciated and used much earlier. This book presents a few dozen such
	pearls, strung together by their ubiquity in many applications. It is based on
	the course Topics in...
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Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard: Peachpit Learning SeriesPeachpit Press, 2007
Learn how to get the most out of Mac OS X version 10.5 Leopard with legendary teacher and author Robin Williams.
 
 The Peachpit Learning Series  brings you the best-selling authors you know and love, on the topics  that are near and dear to you, in a format that allows...
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The Maverick and His Machine: Thomas Watson, Sr. and the Making of IBMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for THE MAVERICK AND HIS MACHINE       

"Like all great biographers, Kevin Maney gives us an engaging story and so much more. His fascinating and definitive book about IBM’s founder is replete with amazing revelations and character lessons that resonate today. Among the gems: how a demanding curmudgeon managed to shape...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4: in C# and VB (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	To build effective and attractive database-driven web sites, you need two things: a solid and fast framework to run your web pages on and a rich and extensive environment to create and program these web pages. With ASP.NET 4 and Visual Web Developer 2010 you get both. Together they form the platform to create dynamic and interactive web...
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Lonely Planet Montreal & Quebec City (Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher


	Lonely Planet Montreal & Quebec City is your passport to all the most relevant and up-to-date advice on what to see, what to skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Stroll down the cobblestone streets of Old Montreal, cycle through the Parc des...
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